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Description:
With its distant, pinprick star-like glitter, nocturnal black textured background and minimal martialing of fifty-six

repeat units in a Carl André-like open rectangle, ‘ Constellation’ contains enigmatic associations both with cosmology
and with late-modernist abstraction. The oblique, mysterious content of Clough’ s later work was full of the chance

visual experiences and incidental memories of the urban and, to lesser extent, environments.Despite the lofty
astronomical possibilities here, Clough’ s imagery was often culled from, or suggested by, the most fugitive, mundane

or banal objects. There was nothing ideological or doctrinaire about her approach. Affectionately remembering
Clough in 2000, Robin Banks spoke of her "hawk-like speed of observation" and this factor, together with the

visually curious artist’ s habit of taking photos or filling notebooks with cryptic vignettes and visual information, led to
the often teasingly inscrutable content of her later pictures of which the present work is a good example.Michael

Harrison who, as director of Kettles Yard in Cambridge, hosted a major Clough exhibition there also wrote in 2000
how this much loved artist and teacher was "not so much concerned with how we see, than with how we register, how

we half remember and half forget...how, in the fluid medium of our memory, images remain and re-emerge
transformed". Hers was forever an open-ended approach, a kind of Bohemian rhapsody that eschewed closed

systems, be they of an academic and representational or of an abstract and doctrinaire kind. Her search for minutiae,
for forlorn fragments or for discarded detritus from public waste ground led to the incorporation of uniquely

patterned and textured effects in her work. Its apparently abstract autonomy and amplified distortion was often
nothing of the kind for as Harrison went on to state "nobody seemed to seem to realise she was a figurative painter".
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